Code of Honor: A Spontagio Family Novel

New York Times bestselling author Missy Johnson asks a burning question: What happens
when love is undeniable—and taboo? Pietro Gustovi is loyal, polished, and hard as stone, the
kind of guy women want and men respect. At twenty-three, he’s survived tragedies that would
break men twice his age. And he owes it all to his father’s closest friend, Giovanni Spontagio,
who took him in as an orphaned teenager. Pietro would give his life for Giovanni ... but his
heart belongs to Giovanni’s daughter. Raised in Chicago under the spotlight of power and
privilege, Lucia Spontiago feels most alive on stage. Determined to become a prima ballerina,
she escapes her father’s protective gaze long enough to audition for the ballet in New York
City. Soon, however, Lucy realizes that she is not alone. Pietro is watching her back. And
though he’s like a brother to her, Lucy cannot deny the thrill she feels knowing his eyes are on
her. Pietro could never betray his mentor by sleeping with his only child. But Lucy follows her
passions, no matter how forbidden. Soon their nights are consumed by explosive, red-hot
temptation—a dance that will expose shocking secrets and burn everything else to the
ground.Note: Code of Honor ends on a cliffhanger. Pietro and Lucy’s story continues in Code
of Love!Praise for Code of Honor“Yet again Missy Johnson slays us with an impeccable story
and characters that make us think. A beautifully written tale of a life we can only imagine,
Code of Honor is one of the best books of the summer.”—Ashley Suzanne, author of Raven
and the Destined series“Code of Honor is dark, sexy, and deliciously enthralling. Missy
Johnson takes you into a dangerous world you won’t want to leave.”—Cecy Robson, author of
Once Kissed “In a beautiful love story I couldn’t put down, Missy Johnson weaves together
mob action with an element of stepbrother taboo. She’s for sure an author to watch!”—Laura
Marie Altom, author of The Escort “[A] dramatic tale of Chicago mafiosi in love ... Stubborn
and feisty, Lucia doesn’t shy from making hard choices. Every step is a hard-earned victory
and her relationship with Pietro is more than just passion.”—Publishers Weekly“The passion
between Pietro and Lucy was quite hot, I admit. They’re very good together, and I’d love for
them to have a happy ending.”—The Booksnake Etc. “I thoroughly enjoyed it. Pietro’s
heartache from losing his parents and hiding his feelings for Lucy are very well
written.”—Majorly Delicious “Sexy and sweet ... As you’re enjoying the exploration of
romance and love, the mystery element and mob life aspect is building in the background. But
boy oh boy, when it starts, when the action picks up, it feels right to be rattled by where things
go.”—The Book Enthusiast “I really can’t wait to read the sequel! It’s almost impossible to
wait!”—Collector of Book Boyfriends & Girlfriends“The flow was great, the characters were
well represented and Missy did a great job of letting the characters personalities
shine.”—Trina’s Tantilising Tidbits “I loved this story. I loved the playfulness that ensued
between Lucy and Pietro.”—A Crazy Vermonter’s Book Reviews Includes a special message
from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Charlotte & Nate (Royals of Valleria #4), Play to Win (Risky Business), Crazy Baby (The
Crazy Series) (Volume 2), Handbook for Preclears, A Murder State of Mind Trilogy, The One
For Me: January Cove Series Book 1 (Volume 1), BURN (Ignite Book 2), Brooklyn Rockstar
(Kendall Family) (Volume 1), Fantasies Fulfilled (Secrets),
Code of Honor by Missy Johnson Bestselling author, Ballet dancers Code of Honor
Spontagio Family # 1 By: Missy Johnson Releasing August 2015 Loveswept Say My Name:
A Stark Novel (Stark International Trilogy Book. Code of Honor: A Spontagio Family Novel
by Missy - Pinterest Code of Honor : A Spontagio Family Novel (Missy Johnson) at . New
York Times bestselling author Missy Johnson asks a burning question: Images for Code of
Honor: A Spontagio Family Novel Code of Love (Spontagio Family #2). by To see what your
friends thought of this book, please sign up. See all 3 questions about Code of Love… Code
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of Honor A Spontagio Family Novel WHSmith Code of Honor has 2108 ratings and 434
reviews. This book, Code of Honor, shows that family who sticks together, will eventually be
in a better place than Code of Honor by Alan Gratz - Goodreads Lees meer over Code of
Honor - Spontagio Family door Missy Johnson. A Spontagio Family Novel. New York Times
bestselling author Missy Johnson asks a Code of Love (Spontiago Family, #2) by Missy
Johnson - Goodreads OUT OF REACH by Missy Johnson Amazon: http://amzn. Read
BooksBook ReviewsReadingRelease DateKindleBook RecommendationsBest FriendsMy
Best Code of Honor: A Spontagio Family Novel eBook: Missy - Amazon New York Times
bestselling author Missy Johnson asks a burning question: What happens when love is
undeniable—and taboo? Code of Honor - Spontagio Family (ebook), Missy Johnson ISBN
Buy Code of Honor A Spontagio Family Novel From WHSmith today, saving 13%! FREE
delivery to store or FREE UK delivery on all orders over ?20. Code of Honor: A Spontagio
Family Novel eBook - Praise for Code of Honor“Yet again Missy Johnson slays us with an
impeccable story and characters that make us A Spontagio Family Novel. code of honor: a
spontagio family novel missy johnson eBook and The NOOK Book (eBook) of the Code of
Honor: A Spontagio Family Novel by Missy Johnson, Michelle Johnson at Barnes & Noble.
Resist: A Novel (Spontagio Family) - Kindle edition by Missy Read Code of Honor A
Spontagio Family Novel by Missy Johnson with Rakuten Kobo. New York Times bestselling
author Missy Johnson asks a burning Banned Books: The Nazis and the Catholic Church
were and are not the only ones to ban books. Currently the State Board of Education bans
several. Customer reviews: Code of Honor: A Spontagio Family Novel New York Times
bestselling author Missy Johnson asks a burning question: What happens when love is
undeniable—and taboo? Pietro Gustovi is loyal,
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